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1.

To set up an Endnote account. (a) Using any browser type www.myendnoteweb.com.
(b) Sign in Via your institution

(c) Select Irish Higher Education and Research and Go

(d) in the search box put LyIT

(e) enter username and password that you use to log on to the library PCs. This takes you back to the
sign up page. Sign Up Fill in the details using your student email and password plus 1 character to set
up the account
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2.

The account lasts 365 days and then needs re-validated. To check how long your account is
valid click on options and subscription (see below) days remaining.

To validate the account simply sign in via the institution and follow the instructions above. Enter
you Endnote email address and password and your account is back up
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3.Importing citations from LYIT EBSCO Suite of Databases to Endnote
Open another browser alongside Endnote. Type in http://library1.lyit.ie

Click into databases and select from the School or department.
EBSCO Suite ( for example)
Type in you search in the search box. Click on the title of the article
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in the tool bar along right side of article click on export

export is defaulted in RIS format so
click on save. In the box below click on either to prompt Endnote email and
password
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Enter your Endnote email address and password in the box below
and click ok. 1 reference exported and click ok.

The reference will appear in the Endnote in the unfiled references. Click on
the reference and add to a group or create a new group

4. Citation from the Emerald Five Collection database Type in you search in
the search box. Click on the title of the article and Download citation.
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keep the default setting
on RIS and click here and open. Enter endnote email address as with
the reference from EBSCO and the reference will appear in Endnote
unfiled references.

5. Citations from Google Scholar
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Click on CITE, then Refman to import into Endnote

6. Citations from webpages
Ensure you have opened on an Internet Explorer browser. You will need the
capture Icon which should be top left of your screen. To enable this click on
the wheel (top right)
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Scroll to internet options. Click on Privacy and turn off Pop-up Blocker and ok

The capture Icon will now be visible top left of screen
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To import an online Report reference from the web click on the Capture icon

Fill in these fields:
Author is the government body or corporation
Enter title of the report
Access date and save
Refer to the Cite It Right Manual to ensure other web references such as
Newspaper articles are captured correctly.
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7. Transferring references onto a word doc. Open a word doc. Click on
ENDNOTE on the toolbar and ensure style is Harvard UL. (if Endnote is not on the
toolbar see point 7. below)

Click on insert citation and type in a word such as
Author’s name or org. from the citation and hit Find
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Click insert. Your citation will now be in the word document as follows

Insert a page break between the assignment and the reference below it to
start running the bibliography on a separate page. All further references in
the bibliography will run in alphabetical order as the citations are added to
the text.
Adding a page number to a citation. Put the curser inside the brackets of the
In-text citation and after the date e.g. (HSE 2016) Click on Edit Citation and in
the suffix section enter the following ,p. 123 and click insert. More than one
page should read as follows ,pp. 123-124
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8. Referencing a Hard Copy Book. In your Endnote click on Collect
then Online search.

Scroll to British Library Catalogue and connect. Search using
Keyword, author or Title. Retrieve the search and click on the book
title. Ensuring it is the year and edition that you are referencing.
Click on the title and add to group, or create new group.
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9. Cite while you Write plug in
If after you have setup an Endnote account and still cannot access Endnote in your Word Document
follow the steps below to insert the Cite While You Write plugin.
Log into your Endnote account. Click on Format, then Cite While you write plug in

Click on download windows. For PCs This may take up to 5 minutes. Reboot the computer to
refresh the Word programme. Click on Endnote (this should be visible on the top menu bar of a
word document) you may be asked for you Endnote log in details. Scroll through the styles to access
Harvard UL.
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10.Groups
All references come into the unfiled in Endnote. You must click
unfiled to find the latest reference. To add the reference to a
group, or create a new group or delete, click on the reference
tick box, add to a group or create new group or delete.

11. Learning outcomes
 To become familiar with the Harvard UL Referencing style.
 To be able to reference all media types including databases, journals,
books and websites.
 To be able to use the ‘Cite While you Write’ referencing model to
produce citations and bibliographies as part of the research and paper
writing process.
 To store and manage the references in one user friendly library
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